
Impression and bite registration is-
sues account for a large part of den-
tal lab issues.  Most calls to doctors
involve impression and, or bite regis-
tration questions.  I have included a
few pictures to illustrate problems
we see.  In fig 1 & 2 we have a case
where the doctor is restoring a total
of 8 implants mixed between upper
and lower arches.  You can clearly
see that the light body impression
material is not attached very well to
the heavy body.  This is our most im-
portant point in the impression be-
cause of the indexing of the implant
must be perfect.
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 In the lab we were unable to accu-
rately place the lab analogs because
the surrounding material was not
stable.  Another major issue with
this case involved the bite.  When
the impression was taken the pa-
tient could not bite down because
the implant transfers were

in the way.  Another problem was

the transfers which were used.

Some implant companies have abut-

ments with a transfer head attached

to the implant.  These are okay for

some situations, but in this case the

heads tore the poorly attached PVS.

Hints for quality impressions.

#1.  Use the proper transfer.

#2.  Full Arches are better with a

metal tray.

#3.  Get a bite reg without the

RESTORATION OF THE MONTH
designed  without a palate and still had excep-
tional retention.  For More Photos and informa-
tion visit us on the web at www.rayvenlab.com.
You can also find us on Twitter and Instagram for
our latest case previews.

● This patient has an over-closed bite,

and his anterior teeth hit into his

palate.  This is a perfect place for a

flex base partial.  The partial was
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abutment/ transfer in the mouth.

#4.  If the implants transfers are tall

you will need more PVS to fill the

space.

#5.  Check it before you send it.

I hate sending these case back to have

re-impressed.  Imagine removing

temps,  placing transfers, re-impress-

ing, and placing new temps.



Last month we learned about the steps
necessary to create a verified master
model for production of a fixed bar.
This month we will continue that thread
and discuss manufacturing the bar, & try
in of the bar
To ensure that the bar is made correctly
a wax try- in should have been done
when the VLC bar was impressed.  If any
changes are required they should be
done by the lab so the wax try- in repre-
sents the final product.

Step 1.  Getting the bar is easy,
and can be done by doctor or lab.
I send my bars to Custom Direct.
They are very affordable and very
high quality.  I have had over 20
produced and all have been per-
fect.  Fill out a lab slip and send

the wax try -in along with a veri-
fied master model  to Custom Di-
rect.  They follow your design,
have you approve and it is in your
hand in no time.
Step 2.  The bars from Custom Di-
rect are so good you can almost
skip this step.  I always try -in the
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bar without teeth on it.  It is easier to
see and verify.  The bar should fit
perfectly, no rocking, no questions
about it.  The only time I see them
not fitting is when a verified master
model is not used.  I also do another
wax try- in at this stage, mainly to
check that nothing has moved during
shipping, but also as a final patient
approval.
Step 3.   If the bar is off but it fits
the model we must make a new ver-
ified master model and start again.
If the bar is good send all the parts
to the lab.  They will do the hard
work of putting it together.  The try-
in is the easy part.


